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ABSTRACI. We prcsent a simple model to calculate the energy loss during nighttime ventilation.
The time dcpendence of the exhaust air and wall surlace temperatures is predicted by a simplified
dynamic model that couples air llow, heat transfer, and wall temperatuæ. For given ventilation rate
the modcl predicts that the total hcat extracted from the building during the night can be maximized
by incrcasing thc heat exchanging surface area and the thermal effusivity, {(l,pc), of the wall
materials. The influence of ventilation rate on the heat removed by nighttime ventilation is
discussed. The model is tested in lìeld measurements where the air flow is known from the stack
effect.

1. Introduction

Convective air cooling is useful in heavy buildings located in climates where largc diumal
temperature variations occur. Large thermal capacity structures cause the indoor temperaturc to be
close to tl¡e average outdoor temperature. Nighttime ventilation removes heat from the building
mass, resulting in a rcduced average indoor air temperature.

Key issues of energy calculations of ventilative cooling are [,4] the evaluation of the exhaust
air temperature (dependence on heat transfer and flow rate) and lhe estimate of lhe mass flow rate
(dependence on intemal flow resistances), but to exploit nighttime venlilation, architects stiU have
to dimension the openings, relying more on their feeling than on calculation. In this paper we
present a model which can help in developing dctailed guidelìnes for ventilative cooling.

In the following we fint describe the algorithm for calculating lhe temperature of the exhaustcd
inside air during cooling, then we present a comparison of the model with ñeld measurcments ar¡d
finally, we discuss the parrrmeters influencing the cooling potential of nighttime ventilation [3,41.

2. Model for ventilative cooling

From the mass flowratc ñ, and the temperature of lhe exhausted inside air T¡r, the heat loss rate
(takcn positive from insìde to ouside) is given by

a= qtir (Tin-Toot)
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whcre Tour is the temperature of the outside air entering the building.The modcl couplcs thc
ventilative heat loss rate with the heat transfer between the air and the walls and a decreasing wall
surlace temperature. The mass transler and thermal models form a four-node network (Figurc l).
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Figure l. The model for ventilative cooling can be represented by a four-node
nctwork. (l) cunent source for ventilation heat loss (2) boundary layer resistance, (3) dynamic
wall resistance. T5 is a reference wall temperature.

2,1 MASS FLOW RATE

Thc mass flow due to the stack effect, can be calcu'lated for various opcning configurations. Our
tcst case is a volume with two openìngs (area A, at the top ancl A6 at thc bottom). Thc influence of
rvind (in general an enhancement of the air flow) was not considcred. For openings A, and A6
much smaller in height than the distance H betwecn the middle of the two openings, the mass flow
ratc is given by [2]

lut Ø T
b

rir= pi, A¡ C1 (2)

whcre a single discharge coeflicient Cr (=0.6) is assumed. The ventilation hcat flow is represcnted
in Figure 1 by a heat source (1) , its value bcing given by Equations 1 and2.

2.2 HEATTRANSFER

The tcmperature difference between the wall surface and the air is dcscribed by a convective heat
trnnsler coefficicnt h", and equals Tw -!n=g/t¡", where q is the heat flux density. A hxcd value of
h" = (6+l)flm2K appeared to be consistent with the measurements [4]. The value of q is obtained
by dividing the total heat loss Q by the heat exchanging wall surfacc area

Tw-Tin=q/tb=Q/CzSi tt" (3)

Thc cocflicient C2 is the fraction of t}te total intemal wall surface area S¡, which is active in the heat

transler process. The heat transfer is represented in Figure I by a thermal rcsistancc (2). The heat
capacity of the air adds a small time constant [4] which is hcre ncglected.
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2.3 W AI,L SURFACE TEMPERATURE

We are interested in the time depcndence of thc surface tcm¡rerature of the wall, T*. The walls arc
considered to be in thermal equilibrium with the building until ventilation starts at t=0,
Tw(t=0)=Tb. For a constant heat. loss density q, the wall surface tempcrature of a semi-inhnite
sold is given by

r*(r)=r-(o) -l\Æ- Ø)

*¡'t"r" 6=^/p.1" (thc square root of the prcduct of thermal conductiviry, density, and spccific hear)
is lhe thermal effusivity of the wall material, see [4]. In the present model, this expression is used
even when q docs vary witJr time. This appears 1o be an acceptablc approximation, as long as the
actual value of q(t) is close Lo its time averaged value.

2.4 SOLVING

After substituting Q and T*(Ð in Equation 3, one solves the rcsulting nonJincar expression lor T¡n
in a few iterations, and the cooling rate Q is evaluated with (1 ).

3. Experimental Test

The model has bcen tested for the case o[ the cooling of office rooms (volume 50-100 m3) by a
single open window. Thc agreement was quite good t3l.

In this paper we consider another configuration, i.e. the high mass staircase of a three level
oflìce building (volume 4.5 by 8 by 15 = 540m3) with ventilation openings at the roof and ground
level (H=lOm, C2=l). Thc walls are characterized by an average thermal effusivity of b=1000 tJi
(m2K.s0'5¡ I with a 2OVo uncefi.ainty, as discussed in [4]. The total wall surface area of thc
staircase is 5¡-700 m2 with a lOEo wcertainty. Measured are the temperatures o[ the in- and
outflowing air, and of the wall as a function of time.

Figure 2 shows an example of nighttime ventilation lasting from l0 p.m. to 8 a.m. Thc
openings arc A5=l and At=I.8m2. Are plottcd both the calculated and measurcd temperature olthc
outllowing air (T;n), the measured outdoor temperature and a few values of thc wall temperaturc as
a function of ventilation time. The heat loss rate Q is given in the upper part of the plor. The total
cooling energy calculated over the l0 hour period is 9OkWh.

The calculated exhaust air temperature, T¡, is about one degree too low which is nearly 7O7o ol
Tin-Tort and Q is therefore underestimated by up to 15%, showing the kind of prccision we can
expect from such a simplilìed modcl.

We note that both the inside a¡rd oulside air Lemperature lowered at about the same rate, and the
ventilation rate, bcing almost constant over the night, was l0 air changes per hour.
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Figure 2. ñght ventilation of a 540m3 staircase from l0 p.m. to 8 a.m. The measured and

calculated exhausted inside air temperature, T¡., the outside temperaturc, Torr, lhe wall

temperature, Tp¿¡, and the calculated heat loss rate, Q, as a function of ventilation time. A5=l¡¡2,
Ar= 1.8 m2, H=9.6m. The calculated energy loss over l0 h is 90kWh.

Figure 3. Simulation of energy loss

by night time ventilation. Calculated
is the total energy loss integrated
over l0 hrs, for two values of S¡

and b and as a function of initial
inside-outside temperature
difference, T*(t=0) -T6u1l T6u¡ =
constant. b= 1000 (thick cuwe), 250
(rhin cuwe) J/(m2Kso.¡ ). A¡¡2 m2

l2O îPl. Aout = 2 ¡¡z l2O ft2).
II=10m [33 ft].
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4. Discussion

The simplified model has two main parameters which determine the cooling potential (i
heat exchanging wall surface area C2S¡ and (ii) the thermal cffusivity b of the wal
characteridng lhe rate at which the inside surface temperature decreases.

The cooling rate increases with ventilation rate but is not proportional to it as Er

would suggest. This is because the inside air temperature decreases further below the v
temperatu¡e.

The influence of S¡ on the relation between cooling and mass flow rate is simple wh
rh and T*constant. After elimination of T¡n , Equations (l) and (3) give then thc
expression for the heat loss

a= Ç m (T*-T*)

l+ cpm
Si h"

The maximum value for the heat loss Q=Sih"(T* -Tort) is approached when the cot

CF=Cprir /S¡h" is large. For CF=1, Q is at 5OVo of ils maximum value, and to increa-s

one haì to increase the mass flow ñ in a disproportionate way. In conclusion, for a giv'
the wall surface area S¡, we estimate an airflow rate of = (5/200) m3ls to correspon
For the case of Figure 2, the air flo\¡/ rate was nearly constant at 

.l 
.6 m3ls and CF=0.5.

To show the relative importance of wall area and material choice, we calculated the t

loss over a l0 hours period, for a few values of S¡ and b and varying initial insi
temperature difference, Tw(t=O) -Too, . The outside temperature was set constant. Thc

plotted in Figure 3. Thick curves conespond to a hcavy building structure and the thìnn'

light-weight structure with a wall material four times lower thermal effusivity.

5. Conclusion

This paperconcems a model to estimate lhe ventilative cooling potential of buildings.
high mass staircase cooled by stack ventilation, the time dependence of thc ai

temperatures is correctly explained without the need for adjusting coefficients
parameters of the model are the heat exchanging wall surface area and the thermal eff

the wall material.
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NOMENCLATURE

A5
Ar
b

CP

Cl
C2

tt"
H
ri't

q

a
Si
t
T
Tin
Tw
Tout

p

bottom opening area [m2]
top opening area [m2]
rhermal effusivity, (lpc;o.s U/ (m2 K.s0's) l
wall speciFrc heat Ulkg.Kl
specilic heat of air at constant pressure tJ¡kg.Kl
flow discharge coef8cient
wall surface fr¿ction for heat transfer
gravitational acceleration [m/s2]
convective heat trarsfer coemcient [WmzK]
vertical distance between cenfes of oPenings [m]
mass flow rate [kg/s]
density of heat flow rate [Wmz1
ventilation heat. flow rate [W]
intemal wall zurface area [m2]
time [s]
mean absolute air temperaturelK]
inside air temperature [oC]
wall surface temperature ["C]
outside air temperature ["C]
density ftg/m3l

Chapter 2

Components Performance


